x	INTRODUCTION
educational colleges apart from the universities. The
theory of medicine was taught perfunctorily and the
student hurried on to the empirical training in the hos-
pital. This utilitarian attitude was connected with the
nature of the organisation of medical service. The private
hospitals and doctors reflected the narrow views, common
though not universal, in private institutions. In addition,
the sciences of biology, chemistry, and physics were not
developed enough to provide easy methods of investigating
the complexities of human physiology. Not much of the
science of the early nineteenth century was of use to doctors,
so there was little pressure to extend the science of medicine.
There was more activity in the study of biology and
geology. This was connected with the development of
foreign trade, colonization, and mining. The curiosity
about the contents and the nature of the world, which
inspired the voyage of the Beagle, was not entirely pure,
and drew strength from the desire to learn geographical
and meteorological knowledge necessary for the possession
of sea power. Captain FitzRoy "returned to England
with no less than eighty-two coastal sheets, eighty plans
of harbours, and forty views/' The records of strange
plants and animals were not started by the ship's distin-
guished naturalist in order to prove any scientific theory,
but to provide information of the world's resources which
might be of interest to the members of Parliament who
had sanctioned the state's expenditure on the voyage.
Students of botany notice the absence of great British
naturalists in the twentieth century. There is little pro-
found naturalistic study because the British Empire is in
a static condition. If it were being extended or systematic-
ally developed this study would be pursued more vigorously.
The preponderance of physical scientists in the nine-
teenth century was due to the growth of industry.
Chemistry and physics can be profitably applied more
quickly than biology because they are less complex. In
the future the advance of biology will probably bring
changes far more profound than those brought by chemistry
and physics, because effects will not be restricted to

